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as a songwriter, the last thing i want to do is spend hours working on a song to try and make it as
perfect as possible. i want to sit down and write my song with the ezmix presets already in place,
and then spend my time working on the lyrics and chorus. theres always a tradeoff between the two.
i need to spend some time on the song to get the lyrics and the chords in place. at the same time,
the guitars, bass, and drums have to be in place before i can start working on the vocal. the app is
available in more than 35 languages and is available for free download. the presets are designed to
work with the ezmix series and most of the ezmix instruments. the presets in the metal guitar gods 3
ezmix pack also work with the toontrack ezmix 2 app. the ezmix 3 guitar expansion pack adds 50
modeled amp and cab sounds including 10 custom tube amps and 30 custom solid state amplifiers.
the ezmix 3 guitar expansion pack was designed by toontrack's guitar wizard, ben kelly, in
collaboration with toontrack's guitar god, chris broderick. the presets are arranged by sound, offering
quick access to the specific tones, styles and settings the artists use in their own work. for instance,
guitarists can instantly tap into a smooth-sounding lead sound, a mid-range heavy tone or a tuned-
down-to-save-amplification sound, simply by pressing on the preset of your choice. in addition, all
the presets have a personal touch, as they are carefully designed to emulate the sound of the artists
themselves, and are inspired by their distinct styles, preferences and guitar and effects
configurations. included presets are a huge collection of versatile and highly personal tones, from
pummeling rhythm tones and soaring leads to all-out shred metal and everything in between.
inspired by the personal tones of four of the most influential guitar players in modern metal today:
ola englund (the haunted, feared), keith merrow (conquering dystopia), andy james (solo) and adam
dutkiewicz (killswitch engage). these four individuals have done more to shape modern metal than
anyone else, including redefining what the guitar can and should be. because theyre all guitarists,
however, theyre all different and have their own unique approach to guitar tone and style. what
theyve learned, theyve passed on to others. this third title in the metal guitar gods series is a
complete collection of their personal tones and styles. it also includes effects, compressors,
overdrives and amp simulators that can be used as in-line fx in your guitar tracks or in any di or soft-
fx chain. from the unique and inspiring tones, styles and personalities of the artists, to the inspiring
presets and fx, this is the ultimate collection of modern metal guitar tones.
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